Words of Wisdom cont...
hand placement sequences that Janet would not have
embraced. She told me not to ‘overly correct’ students
as they should follow the energy, she just wanted to
‘recognize’ the technique and for it to be energetically
sound. She shared with a class that all she needed to
do was sit there with intent. I believe that becoming
more abstract in the pictures and diagrams the student/
practitioner can more easily ‘follow the energy’ and
disengage the thinking mind and engage the intuitive
soul."
Summary
The responses are just like Janet! I personally heard
Janet say “yes” to two diametrically opposed ideas by
two instructors on how to “spin the chakras”. I believe
her message was that It all depends on the intent and
being in the moment.

Another time, Janet also told me she wanted to
recognize the techniques. She asked me in a L5 we
were attending if I did. We concurred that we did not.
Students were mixing in other modalities, blending
HT techniques, and not following the energy of the
technique. She sent them all home to practice. I
understood Janet to mean that recognizing HT wasn’t
solely about hand placements but about form and
following through.
The changes in technique are mostly about their
names and going back to source. They all come from
the heart with the intent for the highest good. When
one connects into that spirit it is beautiful.

Book Review
Holy Rover: Journeys in Search of Mystery, Miracles, and God
by Lisa Bormann CHTP
Healing Touch plays a prominent role in a new book by travel writer and Episcopal
deacon Lori Erickson. Holy Rover: Journeys in Search of Mystery, Miracles, and
God is a memoir structured around trips to a dozen holy sites around the world.
Erickson is one of America’s top travel writers specializing in spiritual journeys, and
she’s also trained in Healing Touch. In each chapter of her book, a pilgrimage to a
holy site is linked with part of her spiritual journey.

Lori Erickson, author

For a decade, Erickson directed a Healing Touch Ministry at
an Iowa Episcopal church where she served as deacon. The
ministry was inspired and nurtured by Jacquelyn (Jackie)
Phillips, a mentor to many in the larger Healing Touch
community. Erickson links Jackie to another healer: the
12th century abbess and mystic Hildegard of Bingen. She
describes a trip to the Hildegard sites in Germany and the
ways in which both Jackie and Hildegard modeled lives of
service and spirituality.

Healing Touch plays a prominent role in another chapter as well, one that describes the nine-year battle with
cancer of one of Erickson’s friends. In a chapter tied to a journey to Machu Picchu in Peru, she explores the ways
in which illness can be an inner pilgrimage and Healing Touch a valuable addition to hospice care.
Holy Rover, published in September by Fortress Press, is an engaging introduction to both pilgrimage and the
use of Healing Touch in a faith community setting. Advance praise for the book (available in hardcover, audio,
and Kindle e-book) includes:
• "Reading Holy Rover is like hitting the lotto of a road trip with Anne Lamott, Barbara Brown Taylor, and
Elizabeth Gilbert - one filled with intoxicating conversations, exciting discoveries, and plenty of spiritual rulebreaking.” - River Jordan, author of Praying for Strangers: An Adventure of the Human Spirit.
• “The writing is so good that you'll speed through this book and wish it didn't end.” - Thomas Moore, author
of Care of the Soul.
• "Whether describing mystical visions or the rhythms of everyday life, Erickson turns the spiritual journey into
a series of exciting transformations." Publishers Weekly (starred review)
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